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MONSTER DOG • (Eclectic)

 R3  rates it:  

MONSTER DOG
Eclectic • 1984 • 81 minutes • Color • Not Rated
DIRECTOR: Clyde Anderson
STARRING: Alice Cooper, Victoria Vera, Carlos Santurio

The site editor and I are HUGE Alice Cooper fans - so much so that he gave 
this to me to review as he is too biased. I have had this "classic" dubbed on 
VHS for years, so I always knew this was a cheesy horror flick, but since Alice 
was in it it was AWESOME damnit! Now that I had to review it I stepped back 
and took it in as a real movie. This was made in 1984 in between Alices' odd 
years as a musician. There are two songs that were exclusive to this fine 
movie - "Identity Crisises" and "See Me In The Mirror" - which have now 
finally surfaced on his box set. Ya see, Alice ("Vince" in the movie - how clever as that is his real 
name?) just can't come up with a video he likes so he decides to take a bunch of goons and his 
girlfriend (Vera) to the childhood mansion so that they can shoot it themselves. However, the 
community has problems with wild dogs attacking people and soon another bunch of local idiots 
think that Vince is the "Monster Dog" himself and are set out to kill him. An hour into the movie we 
finally see the "rabid" dogs attacking and killing everyone in sight - including Vince - who leaves his 
girlfriend in the middle of nowhere without transportation but they fail to show what happens to her 
after Vinces' demise. Classy huh? Most of the time the words don't match the mouth action [The 
Coop's voice is completely dubbed sounding like he's holding that enormous honker of his the entire 
time he's speaking. - Ed.] which makes for an annoying watch on top of the horrible story line and 
cheesy acting. BUT if you must have it all, it's finally available, although it was cheapily thrown 
together with junk extras to boot.

GHOULISH GOODIES: Cast biographies, trailers 
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